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This Component allows you to compress and encrypt any type of data, such as streams, strings, files, buffers and streams. It includes 2 compression algorithms: ZLIB and BZIP. It also
includes 5 encryption algorithms: Rijndael, Twofish, Blowfish, DES, CTS, and OFB. It includes 4 encryption modes: CBC, CFB, CTS, and OFB. It includes tools, like TCPSManager (if

you are using TCP/IP) and thread-safe classes library of TStream descendants. How to use AidAim CryptoPressStream To use AidAim CryptoPressStream, you will need to download and
install AidAim CryptoPressStream. The executable file, called AidAimCryptoPressStream.exe, is created. Please follow the instructions below. 1. Unpack the

AidAimCryptoPressStream.zip archive and extract it on your computer. 2. Right-click the AidAimCryptoPressStream.exe file and choose Run. 3. Follow the on-screen instructions to
extract the AidAimCryptoPressStream setup. 4. Run the AidAimCryptoPressStreamSetup.exe file. 5. After this software runs successfully, you can find all files that are located inside

AidAimCryptoPressStream folder. 6. The AidAimCryptoPressStream setup program will create a folder called AidAimCryptoPressStream. 7. In this folder you will find the
AidAimCryptoPressStream folder. 8. Open this AidAimCryptoPressStream folder, then you will find a file called AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp. 9. Double-click this

AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp file to open the AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp visual component. 10. Now that you have opened the AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp visual
component, you will see AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp component on the Tool Palette. 11. Double-click AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp on the Tool Palette to open the

AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp visual component. 12. The AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp visual component will open and show the AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp form. 13. Double-
click the OK button to close the AidAimCryptoPressStream.bmp
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1- AidAim CryptoPressStream is a Delphi and C++ Builder Component for the creation of compressed and encrypted data. The base component provides 3 compression algorithms
(ZLIB, BZIP, PPM) and 3 encryption algorithms (Rijndael, Twofish, Blowfish and DES). It also offers you the possibility to encrypt the data with 4 encryption modes (CTS, CBC, CFB,
OFB). The component is free to use without requiring any license. All the parameters, constants and methods are documented. AidAim CryptoPressStream can create compressed and
encrypted streams of strings (TStrings), files (TStreams) and buffers (TMemoryStream). Data are saved as compressed and encrypted files, or as strings for further use. AidAim
CryptoPressStream supports reading, copying and writing of partial data without decompressing them. Also, you can load data from a stream or a file, then you can save your project.
AidAim CryptoPressStream Main Features: - Compression and Encryption Algorithms - Compression Modes - Encryption Modes - Tools: TCPSManager visual component, Thread-safe
class of TStream descendants, Streamreader and Streamwriter class, Loader, Compress and Encrypt methods, Project and Timer interfaces. - Different ways to compress the data, such as
using only one compression algorithm, compressing the data with all available algorithms, compressing the data with different algorithms and modes. - Load from stream or from file. -
Save to file or to stream. - Write data to stream. - Load data from stream. - Write data to stream. - Read data from stream. - Read data from file. - Copy data from one stream to another. -
Data can be encrypted and/or compressed. - Data can be compressed and encrypted. - Different ways to read the data. - Different ways to write the data. - Data can be encrypted and/or
compressed. - Data can be compressed and encrypted. - Read data from file. - Write data to file. - Load data from file. - Compress and encrypt data with different algorithms and modes. -
Load data from string. - Write data to string. - Read data from string. - Load data from string. - Read data from string. - Write data to string. - Compress and encrypt data with

What's New In?

AidAim CryptoPressStream is a library component that you can use with Delphi and C++ Builder. The installation process runs smoothly and after you extract the executable file, run it,
then follow the instructions. This utility offers you the possibility to compress large streams of data that are more than 2 Gb in size, as well as strings, files and buffers. Additionally,
AidAim CryptoPressStream, provides the following 3 algorithms for compressing your data: ZLIB, BZIP, and PPM. AidAim CryptoPressStream offers you the possibility to encrypt the
data with 12 types of algorithms, like Rijndael, Twofish, Blowfish and DES, as well as four encryption modes, CTS, CBC, CFB and OFB. The component includes various tools, such as
TCPSManager visual component and thread-safe classes library of TStream descendants. Using TCPSManager you can control the compression and encryption, by setting their
parameters. You can create and manage data streams and also you can prevent memory leaks. Among other functionality AidAim CryptoPressStream offers, you can load data from a
stream or a file, then you can save your project. Furthermore, this software solution supports the reading, copying and writing of partial data without decompressing it all. Another feature
of AidAim CryptoPressStream is that it enables you to convert binary data to strings/ Key Features: Compressing large streams of data that are more than 2 Gb in size Compressing file
and string data without the need to decompress the whole file Compressing and encrypting data without the need to decompress the whole data Compressing and encrypting data with
specific algorithms, such as Rijndael, Twofish, Blowfish and DES Compressing and encrypting data with the 4 encryption modes: CTS, CBC, CFB and OFB Compressing and encrypting
large amounts of data (more than 10 Gb) Compressing and encrypting data from or to a socket Compressing and encrypting files and strings Compressing and encrypting data from or to a
binary file Compressing and encrypting data from or to a buffer Compressing and encrypting files and strings without the need to decompress the whole file Compressing and encrypting
data from or to a socket without the need to decompress the whole data Compressing and encrypting data from or to a binary file without the need to decompress the whole data
Compressing and encrypting data from or to a buffer without the need to decompress the whole data Compressing and encrypting data from or to a socket without the need to decompress
the whole data Compressing and encrypting data from or to a
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System Requirements For AidAim CryptoPressStream:

Minimum System Requirements: Processor: Intel Pentium 3, AMD K6 or better Memory: 256 MB RAM Hard Disk Space: 2 GB (recommended) Graphics: 3D accelerator with OpenGL
2.0 support Recommended System Requirements: Processor: Intel Pentium 4, AMD K7 or better Memory: 512 MB RAM General Information: This mod is currently up to
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